WHAT CAN FASHION EDUCATION DO?

THE DIGITAL MULTILOGUE ON FASHION EDUCATION

12 October 2022
6-9 PM (CEST)

Tanveer Ahmed【↗】
Senior Lecturer for Fashion and Race, Central Saint Martins College, London

Lesiba Mabitsela【↗】
Fashion practitioner, co-founder African Research Institute (AFRI), Johannesburg

Ruben Klerekx【↗】
and conversation designer

→ REGISTER NOW ←

NO CFP, NO CFC 💫 JOIN IN & SHARE 💫 COLLABORATE & CO-CREATE

with Clare Farrel【↗】
Extinction Rebellion, London

Logida Makheko【↗】
Fashion practitioner, co-founder African Research Institute (AFRI), Johannesburg

→ REGISTER NOW ←

NO CFP, NO CFC 💫 JOIN IN & SHARE 💫 COLLABORATE & CO-CREATE